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Abstract

A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formula-
tion is presented for intentionally forming islands in a
power network. We give the motivation, formulation
and numerical results of the model. Numerical results
on test networks upto 300 buses show the method is
computationally efficient on large networks.

Motivation

Modern power systems are designed to handle single out-
age at a time. But sometimes unpredicted events like wind
storms or natural disasters happen and they cause two or
more outages at a time. Since power system is not de-
signed to handle such a situation, cascading outages occur
and lead to large area blackout.

(a) Indian Blackout 2012 (b) US & Canada Blackout 2003
Figure 1: Two Major Blackouts of Recent History
Source: World’s Worst Power Outages, National Geographic

In the last decade we have witnessed numerous wide area
blackouts. Figure 1 shows the chaos and pain which fol-
lows after the blackout. The biggest blackout of history
happened recently in India. 670 million people were af-
fected by this blackout. This blackout was caused by trip-
ping of a 400 kV transmission line and a substation. Cas-
cading tripping followed and 32GW of generating capacity
was taken out of the system. In 2003, wrong calculations
and tripping of a high flow line caused a blackout in US
and Canada. 55 million people were affected in that black-
out, and it took one week to fully restore the power.
The risk of blackouts is increasing due to liberalization
and integration of renewable resources in the power sys-
tem. The recent liberalization of energy markets has re-
duced the security margin of operation. Also there is a
lot of emphasis on renewable resources. The downside of
renewable energy is the volatile supply of power which is
causing problems. Figure 2 shows the increasing trend of
blackouts.
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Unlike other types of networks, electric power grids 
must constantly maintain a critical balance, in which 
the power generated equals the power consumed. In a 
telecommunication network, packets can reside in a 

buffer temporarily. In an air traffic control network, aircraft can 
be placed in a holding pattern. No such relief exists for the power 
grid. To a first-order approximation, energy must be consumed 
as soon as it is generated. Compounding the problems is the 
sheer size of the grid, which serves more than 280 million peo-
ple, includes roughly 200,000 miles in transmission lines, and 
involves nearly 3,500 utility organizations.1 

To remain reliable despite its size and complexity, the power 
grid is engineered to handle the most critical loads.� Essential 
and nonessential equipment are often linked to the same part of 
the grid, and typically outages do not discriminate between the 
two load types. Thus, engineers had to ensure that the grid was 
sufficiently reliable to satisfy the more stringent requirements of 
essential loads. 

Inside Track

Even so, as Figure 1 shows, outages are inevitable, either from 
storms or human error, such as a construction worker accidently 
cutting a line. Most outages are localized, and wide-scale out-
ages, which can affect millions of customers, are considered rare 
events. The most extensive blackout in U.S. history occurred on 
August 14, 2003, tripping over 400 transmission lines and 500 
generating units that affected 50 million people in eight states 
and two Canadian provinces.� It took four to eight days to 
restore power in some areas. 

A post-mortem of this rare event revealed that the causes 
and consequences were consistent with those in previous major 
blackouts.� In light of the move toward smart grids and other 
forms of grid modernization, it is critical to understand the sig-
nificance of the 2003 blackout. Insights into its primary causes 
and the limits of rare-event modeling and simulation can lead to 
more intelligent mitigation planning and can aid decision makers 
in selecting more accurate analytical tools.

• In light of the move toward smart grids and other forms of grid 
modernization, it is critical to understand the significance of the 
2003 blackout.

• Power demand in and of itself was not a cause. Despite the heat, 
insu!cient reactive power was only an issue, according to the 
investigating task force.

• Models can show what happens when individual components 
fail, but rare-event simulation techniques are also needed to esti-
mate the resulting probability of an extreme blackout.

• Blackout size follows a power-tail distribution because at high 
loading the failure of one component could result in a cascading 
failure of others. Understanding this is critical to accurate simula-
tion.

What Can Lead to a Wide-Scale Blackout?
John F. Shortle and Chun-Hung Chen

The northeastern United States suffered a massive blackout in August 2003. 

Understanding its causes and consequences can provide insights into mitigation 

that might prevent paralyzing cascading failures in future blackouts.

Figure 1. Major grid outages in the past decade.  Source: “For the Good of the 
Grid,” S. Amin, IEEE Power & Energy Magazine, April 2010.
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Figure 2: Increasing Risk of Blackouts
Source: IEEE Power & Energy Magazine

Our Idea of Islanding

The case studies of historic blackouts suggest that black-
outs were initially triggered by a disturbance in a small
part of the network. Disturbance was not curtailed to the
affected area in time and eventually it spread across the
network causing wide area blackout.
As a mitigation step to wide area blackouts we propose
an islanding approach. We assume that there is problem
in a small part of the network. Let B0 denotes the set
of troubled buses, and let B1 be the set of buses which
are operating normally. We want to isolate buses in B0
by creating atleast two disconnected components of the
network S0 and S1 such that B0 ⊆ S0, and B1 ⊆ S1.

Optimization Model for Power Systems Islanding

Consider a power system network with nB buses. Let Gb and Db be the set of generators and demands at bus b, let Bb be
the set of buses connected by a line to bus b, let L be the set of lines and let b0 be the reference bus. Parameters P -

g and
P+
g are the bounds on variable pGg , the real power output of generator g; and parameter PD

d is the real power consumed by
load d. Variable pLbb′ is the real power flowing into line bb′ from bus b, and parameter P+

bb′ is the real power line rating of
the line bb′. Variable θb is the voltage phase angle at bus b.

Sectioning Constraints

We define binary variables γb for each bus b and ρl for
each line l in the network respectively. The constraints to
partition the network into two sections are as follows:

ρbb′ ≤ 1 + γb − γb′ ∀ bb′ ∈ L (1)
ρbb′ ≤ 1− γb + γb′ ∀ bb′ ∈ L (2)
γb = 0 ∀ b ∈ B0 (3)
γb = 1 ∀ b ∈ B1 (4)

Load Model

We define pDd = αdP
D
d , where αd is the proportion of the

load delivered at demand d. We define βd as the load
satisfaction probability in section 0. Probability of the
load satisfaction in section 1 is unity. This is achieved by
following set of equations:

αd = α0d + α1d, (5)
0 ≤ α0d ≤ α1d, (6)
0 ≤ α1d ≤ γb (7)

DC Power Flow Equations

The linear real power flow equation is given by:
p̂Lbb′ = −Bbb′(θb − θb′) (8)

Here p̂Lbb′ is the auxiliary variable for real power flow. When
the line bb′ is connected, we must have pLbb′ = p̂Lbb′, and
when the line is disconnected then pLbb′ = 0 and p̂Lbb′ is free.
This is modelled as:

−ρbb′P+
bb′ ≤ pLbb′ ≤ ρbb′P

+
bb′, (9)

−(1− ρbb′)P̂+
bb′ ≤ p̂Lbb′ − pLbb′ ≤ (1− ρbb′)P̂+

bb′ (10)

Other Constraints

The power balance constraint at each bus of the network
is given by:

Σ
g∈Gb

pGg = Σ
d∈Db

PD
d + Σ

b′∈Bb
pLbb′ (11)

The reference bus and real power generation constraints
are:

θb0 = 0, (12)
P -
g ≤ pg ≤ P+

g (13)

Optimization Problem

The objective of our optimization model is to maximize the amount of load delivered to customers. Let Md be the
reward per unit of real power delivered at demand d. The optimization problem is as follows

max Σ
d∈D

MdPd(βdα0d + α1d)

subject to: (1) - (13)

Numerical Results

We have tested our model on standard IEEE test cases ranging from 9 to 300 bus nodes. Here we give an example of 24
bus network and the computation times to solve big IEEE test networks.

24 Bus Example

This IEEE test network consists of 24 buses and 38 trans-
mission lines. We assume that there is a fault on bus 9
and assigned it to set B0. Also we assume that βd = 0.75.
Figure 3 shows the islanded solution. Six buses are placed
in section 0, 16.5% of the load was placed in this section.
35 MW of load was shed in this islanding solution.

load is assumed to be homogeneous, i.e., real and reactive compo-
nents are shed in equal proportions.

The AC-OLS is a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem and
may be solved efficiently by interior point methods.

5. Computational results

This section presents computational results using the above
islanding formulation. First, a demonstration is given of the islan-
ding approach on a 24-bus network. Following that, the construc-
tion of the further test problems is described, then computation
times for different convergence criteria for the MILP islanding cal-
culation are given, and finally the accuracy of the DC solutions are
assessed by comparing them with the AC solutions.

5.1. 24-bus network case study

The IEEE Reliability Test System [23] network comprises 38
lines and 24 buses, 17 of which have loads attached. Total genera-
tion capacity is 3405 MW from 32 synchronous generators. The to-
tal load demand is 2850 MW.

The islanding scenario is described as follows. With the network
operating initially at a state determined from an AC OPF, it is sus-
pected that bus 9 has a fault, and it is decided to island this bus to
avoid further failures; hence, bus 9 is assigned to B0. It is assumed
that bd ! 0:75;8d 2 D. In obtaining a new steady-state solution for
the islanded network, each generator is permitted to vary real
power output by up to 5% of its pre-islanding value, or switch
off. In the objective, a unity reward, Rd = 1, is assumed for each
load, and small penalties are placed on line cuts and generator dis-
connections (!1 ! 0:001;Wl ! 1; !2 ! 0:01;Wg ! PGmax

g in (9)).
Fig. 2 shows the optimal islanding solution, obtained by solving

the DC MILP islanding problem. Table 1 shows the real and reactive
power outputs at each generator bus, both prior to, and after, islan-
ding. All individual unit outputs are within limits. Table 2 shows

the objective value—the expected load supply—and total values
of generation and load for the DC islanding solution, and compares
these values with those obtained from the post-islanding AC OLS.
Buses 9, 11, 14, 16, 17 and 22 have been placed in section 0. No
generators have been switched off. Of the original 2850 MW de-
mand, 469 MW has been placed in the ‘‘risky’’ section 0, and
34.58 MW of load has been shed (as determined by the AC OLS).
The returned AC OLS solution is feasible with respect to system line
flow limits and all voltages are between 0.95 and 1.05 p.u.

Note that islanding bus 9 alone would have resulting in the loss
of the entire 175 MW load at that bus, plus further possible losses
in section 1 in order to balance the system. The optimized solution
places more buses and loads in section 0 than is strictly necessary,
but allows balanced, feasible islands to be obtained with minimum
expected load shed.

5.2. Further islanding test cases

A set of islanding test cases was built based on test networks
with between 9 and 300 buses. For a network with nB buses, nB sce-
narios were generated by assigning in turn each single bus to B0.
No assignments were made to B1.

The possible post-islanding range of outputs for generator g
when it is generating were defined as

PG"
g ; PG#

g

h i
! Pmin

g ; Pmax
g

h i
\ pG0

g " RG
g ; p

G0
g # RG

g

h i
;

where Pmin
g and Pmax

g are the minimum and maximum steady-state
limits when generating, pG0

g is the pre-islanding generation and RG
g

is the limit on change of output owing to ramp rate limits and/or
generator reserve. For the 24-bus network, for which ramp rates
are given, RG

g is set to the maximum change over 2 min. For all other
networks RG

g is set to equal to 5% of pG0
g . The pre-islanding genera-

tion levels are those obtained by solving an AC OPF.
Where no line limits are present for a network, a maximum

phase angle difference of 0.4 rad is imposed for each line. In the
objective function, a value of 0.75 is used for the load loss penalty
bd, while the values of !1 and !2 in (9)—the penalties on line cuts
and generator disconnection respectively—are 0.1 and 0.0001, with
Wl = 1 and Wg ! PG#

g .

5.3. Computation times and optimality

The speed with which islanding decisions have to be made de-
pends on whether the decision is being made before a fault has oc-
curred, as part of contingency planning within secure OPF, or after,
in which case the time scale depends on the cause of the contin-
gency. Especially in the second case it is important to be able to
produce feasible solutions within short time periods even if these
are not necessarily optimal. Results are therefore presented for a
range of optimality tolerances: ‘feasible’ i.e., first integer feasible
solution found, and relative MIP gaps of 5%, 1% and 0%.

Problems were solved on a dual quad-core 64-bit Linux ma-
chine with 8 GiB RAM, using AMPL 11.0 with parallel CPLEX 12.3
to solve MILP problems. Computation times quoted include only
the time taken to solve the islanding optimization to the required
level of optimality, and not the AC-OLS, and are obtained as the
elapsed (wall) time used by CPLEX during the solve command.
A time limit of 5000 s is imposed.

Fig. 3 shows the times required to find obtain feasible islanding
solutions to varying proven levels of optimality. Minimum, mean
and maximum times are obtained for each network by solving each
of the nB scenarios once. The first set of times show that all prob-
lems are solved to feasibility well within 1 s. In all cases, a feasible
solution was found at the root note, without requiring branching.Fig. 2. Islanding of the 24-bus network.
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Figure 3: Islanding of 24 Bus Network

Computation Times on Big Networks

Problems were solved on a dual quad-core 64-bit Linux
machine with 8GiB RAM, using AMPL 11.0 with paralled
CPLEX 12.3 to solve MILP problems.
Figure 4 shows the time required to obtain feasible is-
landing solutions to varying proven levels of optimality.
Minimum, mean and maximum times were obtained by
solving each of the cases with nB scenarios. All problems
were solved to feasibility within 1 s and to 5% optimality
within 5 s.

For a MILP problem solved by branch and bound, the optimal
integer solution is bounded from below (for maximization) by
the highest integer objective value found so far during the solution
process, and from above by the maximum objective of the relaxed
solution among all leaf nodes of the tree. The relative MIP gap is
the relative error between these two bounds. Fig. 3 indicates the
progress made by the CPLEX solver, in terms of the times required
to reach relative MIP gaps of 5%, 1% and 0% (i.e., optimality) respec-
tively. Performance is very promising for solving to 5%, with all
problems solved to this tolerance within 5 s. Times to 1% and 0%
gaps are of the same order for the smaller networks (up to
39 buses), but the 57-, 118- and 300-bus networks can taken sig-
nificantly longer to solve to these tolerances.

Table 3 shows the means of the relative errors between the
solution value returned at termination of the solver and the actual
optimum, where this has been obtained by solving the problem to
full optimality (0%). The actual gaps between early termination
solutions and the true optima are nearer zero than the 5% or 1%
bounds. Therefore, good islanding solutions with respect to the

DC model can be provided even when the solver is terminated
early and moreover these solutions can be found quickly. More-
over, because the DC model is an approximation of the AC model,
there is little advantage in solving it to proven optimality.

5.4. Feasibility and accuracy of DC islanding solution

The post-islanding AC-OLS showed that some of the islanding
solutions were AC infeasible, i.e., there was no solution to the
AC-OLS lying within normal voltage bounds. Relaxing the normal
voltage bounds by an extra 0.06 p.u. gave a solution in all cases;
however, this is not always possible for practical networks.

It was noted that in many of these AC-infeasible cases, there
was sufficient global reactive power capacity in each island. How-
ever, reactive power and voltage is a local problem, and hence
achieving a global reactive power balance is not sufficient to en-
sure a normal voltage profile. This is an issue that is overlooked
by most controlled islanding schemes, and instead it is assumed
that reactive power can be compensated locally. This is not always
a justifiable assumption, however, and further research is needed
on methods for obtaining, directly, islands with a healthy voltage
profile.

Table 4 gives the number of these AC-infeasible cases as well as
the number that did not solve to 0% optimality gap within 5000 s.
For all the remaining cases the differences between the objectives
as predicted by the DC islanding optimization and the actual value
from post-islanding AC-OLS was calculated as is shown in Fig. 4.
The adopted islanding solution in each case is that from solving
the problem to full optimality.

The comparison in Fig. 4 shows how well the DC model predicts
the AC objective. There are a few cases where the DC objective is a
significant over-estimate, however on average the objective values
are within 0.3%.

6. Dynamic stability

Solving the MILP islanding problem and, subsequently, the AC-
OLS provides a feasible steady-state operating point for the
network in its post-islanding configuration. Since the objective
minimizes the load shed and the constraints limit the changes to
generator outputs, the proposed solution will naturally limit, to
some extent, the disruption to the system power flows. Neverthe-
less, since neither the transient response is modelled when design-
ing islands nor the generators are necessarily grouped according to
coherent modes, it is possible that the islanding actions may lead
to dynamic instability. This section therefore describes the use of
a time-domain simulation to investigate this issue. Results are pre-
sented for the previous 9- to 300-bus islanding cases to test
whether or not the act of islanding induces dynamic instability.

Table 1
Pre- and post-islanding generator outputs for the 24-bus test example.

Bus 1 2 7 13 14 15 16 18 21 22 23

pG (MW) Pre 184 184 211 236 0 167 155 400 400 300 660
Post 184 184 216 224 0 164 155 400 400 300 660

qG (MVAr) Pre 7 4 49 98 115 110 80 73 !8 !39 46
Post 71 19 66 100 137 110 76 53 96 1 38

Table 2
Comparison of DC islanding and post-islanding AC OLS solutions for the 24-bus
network.

DC MILP AC OLS

Objective (9) 2712.29 2706.81
Penalties 0.01 0.00
Exp. load supply, J"DC or J"AC (MW) 2712.30 2706.81
Generation (MW) 2863.57 2886.54
Load supplied (MW) 2822.73 2815.42
Load shed (MW) 27.27 34.58
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Fig. 3. Mean, max and min times for finding, to different levels of optimality,
islanding solutions for different test networks.

Table 3
Relative errors (%) between optimal and returned solutions.

Feasible 5% Gap 1% Gap

Min 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean 8.57 0.42 0.04
Max 25.00 3.86 0.80

Table 4
Number of unique problems included in the comparisons.

nB 9 14 24 30 39 57 118 300

MIP gap >0% 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 17
Voltage infeasible 0 2 7 7 9 6 17 72

Cases compared 9 12 17 23 30 50 100 211
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Figure 4: Mean, Max and Min times of Islanding Solutions

Conclusions

The proposed method uses MILP to determine which transmission lines to cut, loads to shed, generators to adjust in
order to isolate a failure-prone region of electricity transmission network. We have demonstrated this approach through
standard IEEE test cases. The ability of this method to find good islanding solutions quickly makes it very attractive
for practical use.
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